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LEMO® Exhibiting at AUVSI XPONENTIAL 2019 –
The World’s Largest Tradeshow for ‘All Things Unmanned’
Rohnert Park, California — LEMO, a global leader in the design and manufacture of
precision custom interconnect solutions will be displaying their latest technology in connectors, cable/wire,
and cable assembly during the XPONENTIAL AUVSI 2019 Trade Show and Conference, April 30-May2,
at the McCormick Center, Chicago, IL, Booth #3834. “Our goal is to provide high-quality interconnect
solutions to this rapidly growing market and we have the experience and capabilities to customize product
to meet the customer’s specific needs”, said Julie Carlson, Marketing Communications, LEMO USA.
The most common connector series for this market is LEMO’s well established M Series. M
Series connectors are lightweight triple-start ratchet coupling type connectors designed for avionics,
aerospace, military, security, motorsport, robotics, and heavy duty applications. The M Series is a
COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) type connector, yet smaller in size for the same number of pins than
standard MIL 38999 products.
LEMO’s T Series, one of LEMO’s smallest connector series, includes special construction with an
inner-sleeve and extra sealing for IP68 water protection. The T Series connectors feature a push-pull selflatching system, mechanical key with multiple keys to avoid cross-mating, and 360° full EMC shielding.
®

The REDEL SP Series, with a latching system that is embedded in the shell for an increased
impact resistance with a high contact density making this an ideal solution for drones. This new design
includes an ergonomic grip which makes it much easier for surgeons and medical staff to mate and align
the connection. LEMO will be discussing a watertight version of this series during the AUVSI show.
About LEMO - LEMO’s high quality connectors are found in a variety of challenging application
environments including medical, industrial control, test & measurement, audio/video, broadcast and
telecommunications. LEMO offers cable & wire as well as cable assembly services.
For more information, please call LEMO USA at (800) 444-5366 or visit www.lemo.com. For
editorial contact Julie Carlson, Marketing Communications, 707-206-3776 or jcarlson@lemo.com.
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